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Personality disorders are special. CurrentlyPersonality disorders are special. Currently

they have their very own axis in the text re-they have their very own axis in the text re-

vision of thevision of the Diagnostic and StatisticalDiagnostic and Statistical

Manual of Mental Disorders Fourth Edi-Manual of Mental Disorders Fourth Edi-

tiontion (DSM–IV–TR), but now we are told(DSM–IV–TR), but now we are told

they may be relegated to Axis 1 or aban-they may be relegated to Axis 1 or aban-

doned as a diagnostic category altogether.doned as a diagnostic category altogether.

It all depends on decisions taken by theIt all depends on decisions taken by the

developers of the forthcoming edition,developers of the forthcoming edition,

DSM–V. So now is the time for a diagnosticDSM–V. So now is the time for a diagnostic

re-appraisal which is what this book isre-appraisal which is what this book is

about. No one is satisfied with the currentabout. No one is satisfied with the current

nomenclature; categories are crude, havenomenclature; categories are crude, have

limited validity and are considered stigma-limited validity and are considered stigma-

tising – once a ‘borderline’ always a ‘bor-tising – once a ‘borderline’ always a ‘bor-

derline’. Is there another way? This bookderline’. Is there another way? This book

suggests that there is.suggests that there is.

The contributions to this book, some ofThe contributions to this book, some of

which have already appeared elsewhere, arewhich have already appeared elsewhere, are

from a star cast of authors. All attended anfrom a star cast of authors. All attended an

international conference organised to discussinternational conference organised to discuss

the classification of personality disordersthe classification of personality disorders

with the aim of influencing the plannerswith the aim of influencing the planners

of the DSM–V. It is a nice thought thatof the DSM–V. It is a nice thought that

scientific enquiry will influence psychiatricscientific enquiry will influence psychiatric

classification; let’s hope so.classification; let’s hope so.

There is a lot on offer here to informThere is a lot on offer here to inform thethe

interested reader and to help the DSM–Vinterested reader and to help the DSM–V

team make their decisions. All authorsteam make their decisions. All authors

agree that a move towards a classificationagree that a move towards a classification

system based on personality dimensions issystem based on personality dimensions is

warranted but there is no agreement aboutwarranted but there is no agreement about

the essential dimensions. So how are we tothe essential dimensions. So how are we to

choose them? Livesley tries to bring an aeti-choose them? Livesley tries to bring an aeti-

ological approach to the choice of dimen-ological approach to the choice of dimen-

sions; Paris suggests using neurobiologicalsions; Paris suggests using neurobiological

evidence; others suggest a broader develop-evidence; others suggest a broader develop-

mental approach. Each contribution hasmental approach. Each contribution has

one or more commentaries allowing theone or more commentaries allowing the

less-informed reader to understand theless-informed reader to understand the

problems associated with each approach.problems associated with each approach.

Importantly, there are discussions aboutImportantly, there are discussions about

cultural aspects of personality disordercultural aspects of personality disorder

which is a topic neglected within the hege-which is a topic neglected within the hege-

mony of Western values and diagnoses. Se-mony of Western values and diagnoses. Se-

verity comes under scrutiny too, althoughverity comes under scrutiny too, although

to a surprisingly limited extent given its im-to a surprisingly limited extent given its im-

portance. Services are being organised toportance. Services are being organised to

target only the most severe cases which im-target only the most severe cases which im-

plies having robust indicators of severity;plies having robust indicators of severity;

however, these are not available for mosthowever, these are not available for most

mental health problems let alone personal-mental health problems let alone personal-

ity disorder.ity disorder.

Despite a tone of uncertainty through-Despite a tone of uncertainty through-

out the book, it is possible to discern someout the book, it is possible to discern some

consensus about the dimensions to be usedconsensus about the dimensions to be used

even though many of the authors promoteeven though many of the authors promote

their own dimensional systems. The big fivetheir own dimensional systems. The big five

– neuroticism, extraversion, openness,– neuroticism, extraversion, openness,

agreeableness and conscientiousness –agreeableness and conscientiousness –

emerge as the major dimensions. The trou-emerge as the major dimensions. The trou-

ble starts once you have to decide the traitsble starts once you have to decide the traits

that best define these higher-order dimen-that best define these higher-order dimen-

sions. There is no agreement. However,sions. There is no agreement. However,

perhaps it won’t matter to clinicians whoperhaps it won’t matter to clinicians who

are unlikely to be spending time trying toare unlikely to be spending time trying to

define the subtleties of neuroticism anddefine the subtleties of neuroticism and

openness. They make global judgementsopenness. They make global judgements

about higher-order dimensions of an indivi-about higher-order dimensions of an indivi-

dual’s personality; if they can do that accu-dual’s personality; if they can do that accu-

rately, then using a dimensional approachrately, then using a dimensional approach

will have some clinical utility. This is awill have some clinical utility. This is a

theme taken up in a refreshingly practicaltheme taken up in a refreshingly practical

comment from Roel Verheul who expressescomment from Roel Verheul who expresses

some concern about proposed dimensionalsome concern about proposed dimensional

models, suggesting a hybrid model wouldmodels, suggesting a hybrid model would

be better. He argues that some clinical deci-be better. He argues that some clinical deci-

sion-making requires a cut-off; clinicianssion-making requires a cut-off; clinicians

understand categories and any classifica-understand categories and any classifica-

tion system needs the vote of the cliniciantion system needs the vote of the clinician

if it is to enter widespread use and be usefulif it is to enter widespread use and be useful

for professional communication. He is con-for professional communication. He is con-

cerned that dimensions will become toocerned that dimensions will become too

complex for the ‘jobbing’ clinician and socomplex for the ‘jobbing’ clinician and so

quickly fall into disuse in clinical practice.quickly fall into disuse in clinical practice.

The focus on personality, stimulated soThe focus on personality, stimulated so

well by placing it on a separate axis in thewell by placing it on a separate axis in the

current system, might then be lost to psy-current system, might then be lost to psy-

chiatry.chiatry.

Overall, there is well-informed debateOverall, there is well-informed debate

in this book and it is to be recommended.in this book and it is to be recommended.

It is a book for experts and those interestedIt is a book for experts and those interested

in personality disorder rather than someonein personality disorder rather than someone

coming new to the topic who is likely to becoming new to the topic who is likely to be

overwhelmed by the complexity of some ofoverwhelmed by the complexity of some of

the discussion.the discussion.
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The title of this book, which lays out aThe title of this book, which lays out a

groundbreaking approach to the theorygroundbreaking approach to the theory

and therapy of psychological trauma, is,and therapy of psychological trauma, is,

like much that lies inside, both evocativelike much that lies inside, both evocative

and precise. To be haunted is to be ‘muchand precise. To be haunted is to be ‘much

visited by spirits, imaginary beings, etc.’,visited by spirits, imaginary beings, etc.’,

according to the Oxford English Diction-according to the Oxford English Diction-

ary, which is exactly the position taken byary, which is exactly the position taken by

the authors in their conceptualisation ofthe authors in their conceptualisation of

the after effects of severe trauma. While re-the after effects of severe trauma. While re-

cognising the trauma survivor’s experiencecognising the trauma survivor’s experience

of shadowy ‘others’ in their internal world,of shadowy ‘others’ in their internal world,

Van der HartVan der Hart et alet al take great pains to avoidtake great pains to avoid

reifying these spirits as persons or personal-reifying these spirits as persons or personal-

ities – a delicate balancing act indeed.ities – a delicate balancing act indeed.

The field of psychological trauma andThe field of psychological trauma and

dissociative disorders, closely linked withdissociative disorders, closely linked with

childhood abuse, is often criticised (at timeschildhood abuse, is often criticised (at times

caustically) by the mainstream psychiatriccaustically) by the mainstream psychiatric
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